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Abstract
A new technique for the computation of Jacobi matrices associated with measures possessing scale-invariance properties
is described. Invariance is imposed via linear transformations, and by Mobius transformations in PSL(2;R). This technique
is proven to be numerically stable, and apt to compute Jacobi matrices of large orders. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Jacobi matrices of singular measures
In many respects, the determination of the recurrence coecients in the three-term recurrence
relation
xpj(x) = rj+1pj+1(x) + Ajpj(x) + rjpj−1(x); p−1 = 0; p0 = 1 (1)
for the set of orthonormal polynomials, fpng, associated with a measure, , is a fundamental problem
[11]. The Jacobi matrix J embodies this relation in a compact form: J p(x)= x p(x): Here, p(x) is
the vector whose components are the orthonormal polynomials evaluated at site x. When the support
of , S, is a subset of the real axis J is a real, symmetric, tridiagonal matrix. Its diagonal and
out-diagonals are the vectors Aj and rj > 0, respectively,
Ji; i = Ai; Ji+1; i = Ji; i+1 = ri+1; i = 0; 1; : : : : (2)
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Moreover, when all moments of  exist: n :=
R
xn d(x); n 2 N and they give rise to what is called a
determined moment problem [1,24], the Jacobi matrix J is in one-to-one relation with the measure .
We shall consider in this paper measures possessing all these nice properties: the balanced mea-
sures generated by iterated function systems (IFS) [16,3,4]: typically, these measures are singular
with respect to the Lebesque measure on the real line. Their support can be a Cantor set, or a full
interval. A strong interest in measures with these characteristics is present in many elds, which
include, but are not limited to, numerical analysis [15,21], harmonic analysis [6], and the theoretical
studies of almost{periodic quantum systems [2,5,7,13,25].
In particular, we would like to understand the relations between the character of the sequences
of diagonal and out-diagonal coecients of the Jacobi matrix, An and rn, and the character of the
measure , when this latter is not absolutely continuous, and the former do not converge to a limit,
that is, outside the realm of the classical theorems. This is an outstanding problem, where precise
numerical computations might help to formulate (and dismiss) hypotheses, later to be formally
veried: in a previous work [19] I have veried numerically the hypothesis that | typically | IFS
singular continuous measures correspond to almost periodic sequences of coecients in the Jacobi
matrix.
Another signicant problem is the dynamics generated by these Jacobi matrices in l2(Z+) via their
exponential operator (i.e. via Schrodinger equation). Here, precise numerical experiments on large
matrices have provided invaluable insight [13,19,20].
Needless to say, the computation of the Jacobi matrices associated with these measures is a hard
problem: the conventional techniques | which we collectively term classical polynomial samplying
| are numerically unstable. In fact, these algorithms start o from moments built on classical
orthogonal polynomials [11,12,14,23]: in a previous work [18] I have shown that necessarily, when
 is supported on a Cantor set, their conditioning properties are very poor, and demand a new
approach. For the class of linear iterated function systems a new approach can indeed be found [13],
and recognized in a technique due to Stieltjes [18]. The basis of this approach is the linearity of
the maps dening the measure. A dierent technique is presented in this paper, which allows one
to treat a larger class of measures.
The plan of the paper is the following: In the next section we introduce the formalism of systems
of IFS. The strategy to compute the Jacobi matrices associated with these IFS is outlined in Section
3. This is two-fold: rstly, one denes IFS measures as weak limits of sequences of measures (Sec-
tion 4); then, the Jacobi matrices associated with such sequences are constructed (Section 5). Finally,
illustrative numerical results are presented in Section 6. The Conclusions summarize the work.
2. Iterated function systems
In this paper, we shall study the invariant measures of certain stochastic processes in a nite
interval of the real line, K , which is a compact metric space, (K; d), when endowed with the
Euclidean distance d. These processes are generated by repeated applications of certain mappings,
whence the name of systems of iterated functions [3,4,16]. Consider a nite collection of functions
fig:
i : K ! K; i = 1; : : : ; M; (3)
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for which there exist positive constants i, with i < 1, such that
d(i(x); i(y))6id(x; y); 8x; y 2 K; i = 1; : : : ; M: (4)
Consider also the iteration rule
n+1 = F(!; n); xn+1 = n+1(xn); (5)
where ! belongs to a probability space 
, and where  is an integer ranging from one to M ,
the number of maps. Eq. (5) gives rise to a stochastic process, fxn(!)g, whose ergodic invariant
measure we are about to study. In the simplest instance, one has
PfF(!; n) = ig= i; (6)
where the P indicates probability, and where i is independent of n; obviously, i > 0,
P
i i = 1.
This choice gives rise to the commonest form of IFS. Its invariant measure is also dened by the
\balance" property
Z
K
f d =
MX
i=1
i
Z
K
(f  i) d; (7)
holding for any continuous function f on K . A more sophisticated form of the iteration rule is the
following:
PfF(!; n) = ig= Pn; i: (8)
Here,
P
i Pj; i=1 for all j. Eq. (8) denes a Markov chain with transition probabilities Pj; i. We shall
assume that the Markov chain is irreducible. Then, it admits a unique stationary distribution, which
we shall denote by ui, i = 1; : : : ; M
MX
j=1
Pj; iuj = ui (9)
with
P
i ui =1. A generalization of the balance equation (7) is possible. Both forms of the iteration
rule will be studied in this paper.
Dierent choices are also available for the IFS maps i: in this work we shall consider two
signicant cases. The former is that of linear ane transformations
i(x) = ix + i; i = 1; : : : ; M; (10)
where i; i are real constants and the contraction rates i have modulus less than one. When coupled
to the iteration rule (6), this choice of maps gives rise to linear iterated function systems (LIFS),
whose Jacobi matrices have been studied in [18], and to recurrent linear iterated function systems
(RLIFS), when coupled to the iteration rule (8). The second class of maps we shall consider is
composed of Mobius transformations in PSL(2;R):
i(x) =
aix + bi
cix + di
; (11)
where ai; bi; ci; di 2 R, and
det

ai bi
ci di

= 1: (12)
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When j0(x)j6< 1, the resulting IFS is termed hyperbolic, and standard convergence theory ap-
plies. We shall also consider the case j0(x)j61, with the equality holding only on a zero measure
set, which can be treated similarly. These transformations give rise to Mobius iterated function sys-
tems (MIFS), with the iteration rule (6), and to recurrent Mobius iterated function systems (RMIFS),
with the iteration rule (8).
3. Computation of Jacobi matrices: strategy
As we have seen, the balanced measures of IFS can be constructed iteratively: the idea of this paper
is to apply the same iteration to the construction of the associated Jacobi matrices. The observation
is quite obvious from the following.
Theorem 1. If i converges to  in weak sense; and if the moment problem for ; i is determined;
the sequence of the Jacobi matrices associated with i; Ji ; converges strongly to J; in the sense
that; for all n; Ain ! An; rin ! rn; as i !1.
Proof. The meaning of the symbols Ain, r
i
n is obvious. Since the Jacobi matrix coecients An, rn,
can be theoretically computed from the ordinary (or Chebyshev) moments of index zero to n, weak
convergence of the measures i ensures the proof.
Therefore, we shall rst determine a sequence of measures weakly converging to the given, target
measure . Then, the associated Jacobi matrices will be computed, and convergence criteria will be
developed. Let us now face these problems one at a time.
4. Weakly convergent sequences of measures
Let M (K) the space of regular Borel measures on K . Among these, M will be the space of
normalized measures on K . M is a complete metric space when equipped with the Hutchinson
distance dH:
dH(; ) := sup
Z
f d −
Z
f d; f2L1(K)

: (13)
L1(K) is the set of Lip-1 functions on K :L1(K) = ff : K ! R s:t: jf(x) − f(y)j6d(x; y); for
all x; y 2 Kg. Our construction of weakly convergent sequences of measures will follow closely
Hutchinson’s theory and the usual IFS construction [3,4,16].
For this, we need to introduce certain transformations on the space M (K). Let Ti be the transfor-
mations from the space of continuous functions in itself given by
Tif := f  i; i = 1; : : : ; M: (14)
Being contractive, the maps i are also continuous, and the denition makes sense. Consider now
the adjoint maps T i :M!M; dened byZ
f(x) dT i ()(x) =
Z
(Tif)(x) d(x); (15)
for any continuous function f.
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Linear combinations, with positive coecients, of measures in M (K) are also in M (K); moreover,
if  =
Pn
j=1 jj; with
Pn
j=1 j = 1,
R
dj = 1, then also
R
d = 1.
Let us now approximate the invariant measure of an IFS (linear or Mobius) by a sequence of
measures: Dene the operator T :M!M by
T() =
MX
i=1
iT i (); (16)
where T i are dened by Eq. (15). In the Hutchinson metric, T is a contraction [16]. Therefore, it
possesses a unique xed point, , which is the balanced measure of the IFS. This xed point can
also be found as the limit of the sequence of measures
(n) :=T(n)(0); (17)
where (0) is any measure supported on a compact set in the real line.
For recurrent iterated function systems, we dene the space N=M1 M2     MM , whose
elements are M dimensional vectors of probability measures,  = (1; 2; : : : ; M ), normalized such
that if i 2Mi, then
R
di=ui, this latter being the ith component of the stationary distribution of the
Markov chain. This space is complete with the distance dMH (; )=
PM
i=1 dH(i; i): The transformation
U dened by
(U())i =
MX
j=1
Pj; iT i (j) (18)
maps N into itself, and, following Barnsley [3], is a contraction; again, it has a single xed point,
(1), which is the limit of the sequence
(n) := Un((0)) (19)
for any choice of the initial measure vector (0). The balanced measure of the RIFS, , is obtained
by  =
PM
i=1 
(1)
i :
The techniques we are going to apply are valid for any initial measure (0), or measure vector (0),
we want to employ, provided the associated Jacobi matrices are known. For numerical convenience,
we shall choose to start from ([a; b]), the uniform measure on [a; b], the smallest interval containing
the support of the measure . This interval, and the associated Jacobi matrices, can be readily
computed. For recurrent IFS, a convenient vector (0) is obtained by the following rule: (0)i =
uiT i (([a; b])); i = 1; : : : ; M .
The attentive reader has certainly noticed that we have presented in this section the usual, hier-
archical construction of IFS and RIFS measures: in so doing, at the nth step of the construction
we obtain a measure supported on (at most) Mn intervals. This number grows exponentially, and
it is legitimate to wonder whether it can be mastered into a computationally feasible procedure. To
answer this question positively is the goal of the next section.
5. Manipulating Jacobi matrices
The diculty presented at the end of the last section can be formulated in two respects: rstly,
can such a theory be translated into an algorithm demanding a polynomial number of iterations, in
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the Jacobi matrix size? Secondly, will such an algorithm be numerically stable? The answer to both
questions is armative, as can be established via the following theory.
Theorem 2. Let J be the Jacobi matrix associated with a measure . Let T i be the transformation
from M to itself associated with the linear map i dened in Eqs: (14) and (15). Then; the Jacobi
matrix Ji associated with T i () is given by
Ji = iJ + iI; (20)
where I is the identity matrix.
Proof. For any index i, dene ~pn := pn  −1i , where pn are the orthonormal polynomials as-
sociated with . It is immediate to verify that these polynomials are orthonormal w.r.t. T i ():R
~pn ~pm dT

i () =
R
pnpm d = n;m: Then, letting Ain, r
i
n be the diagonal, and out-diagonal elements
of Ji, one has
Ain =
Z
~pn(x)x ~pn(x) dT

i ()(x) =
Z
pn(x)(ix + i)pn(x) d(x) = iAn + i;
and
rin =
Z
~pn(x)x ~pn−1(x) dT

i ()(x) =
Z
pn(x)(ix + i)pn−1(x) d(x) = irn:
Theorem 3. Let Ji; for i = 1; : : : ; M be the Jacobi matrices associated with M measures i. Then;
the Jacobi matrix J associated with the sum of these measures can be iteratively constructed from
the set of Ji.
Various techniques can be used to achieve this goal | see e.g. [9]. Our method has the advantage
of leading to Theorem 5. We need a few lemmas: the rst is standard in the theory of orthogonal
polynomials:
Lemma 1 (spectral theorem for Jacobi matrices). Let f be an analytic function on K; and let J
be the Jacobi matrix associated with a measure ; with 0 :=
R
d. Then;
0(e0; f(J)e0)2 =
Z
f(x) d(x);
where (: ; :)2 is the scalar product in l2; and where f(J) at l.h.s. is dened via its Taylor series
expansion.
Lemma 2. Let i; i = 1; : : : ; M be positive measures with Ji; i = 1; : : : ; M the associated Jacobi
matrices. Let J Jacobi matrix associated with =
PM
i=1 i; and let An and rn be the diagonal and
out-diagonal entries of J . Dene by recurrence in the index n the sequences of l2 vectors vin:
vi0 = e0; rn+1v
i
n+1 = (Ji − An)vin − rnvin−1; i = 1; : : : ; M: (21)
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Then;
An =
MX
i=1
i(vin; Jiv
i
n)2; rn =
MX
i=1
i(vin; Jiv
i
n−1)2: (22)
Proof. By denition An =
R
pn(x)xpn(x) d(x); where pn(x) is the nth orthogonal polynomial of .
This is also
An =
MX
i=1
Z
pn(x)xpn(x) di(x) =
MX
i=1
i(pn(Ji)e0; Jipn(Ji)e0)2; (23)
where we have used the spectral theorem, and the fact that the measures i being supported on the
real axis, have self-adjoint Jacobi matrices Ji. Finally, Eqs. (21) imply that pn(Ji)e0 = vin; for all n
and i. Inserting this result in (23) gives the thesis. The computation of rn is analogous.
Proof of Theorem 3. Via the previous lemma, computation of the Jacobi matrix elements An, and
rn can be eected by linear algebra in l2 space. Obviously, construction of the vectors vin demands
the knowledge of the Jacobi matrix J . Yet, a bootstrap algorithm can be set up as follows: suppose
that Ak , and rk are known for k =0; : : : ; n. Then, via Eq. (21) one can compute the vectors win+1 :=
rn+1vin+1, and therefore
r2n+1 =
MX
i=1
i(win+1; w
i
n+1)2:
From this, one obtains rn+1 and vin+1. The computation of An+1 is then straightforward. It remains to
show that the algorithm can be initialized. Since r0 = 0, and A0 =
PM
i=1 i(e0; Jie0)2; this is certainly
the case.
Finally, we shall need the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let J be the Jacobi matrix associated with a measure . Suppose that the Jacobi
matrices associated with T i ; Eq. (15); where the maps i are Mobius transformation; Eq. (15);
are well dened. Then; they are given by i(J ); and can be iteratively constructed from J .
Proof. Let us drop for simplicity the map index i. For all n, let An, and rn be the diagonal and
out-diagonal components of the Jacobi matrix (J ). Write (J ) = D(J )N (J ), where N (J ) is the
tridiagonal matrix aJ +b, and D(J ) is the inverse of cJ +d. We shall prove that | in our cases |
this inverse is certainly dened, and bounded. Then, let vn be the l2 vectors dened via a (Lanczos)
recurrence by
rn+1vn+1 = (D(J )N (J )− An)vn − rnvn−1; (24)
initialized by v0 = e0; r0 = 0. These vectors satisfy the relations in the following manner.
Lemma 3. Let vn be the vectors dened in (24). Then;
An = (vn; D(J )N (J )vn)2; rn = (vn; D(J )N (J )vn−1)2: (25)
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Proof. By denition, An =
R
pn(x)xpn(x) dT (x); where pn are the orthonormal polynomials asso-
ciated with T . This is also
An =
Z
pn((x))(x)pn((x)) d(x) = (pn((J ))e0; (J )pn((J ))e0)2; (26)
again using the spectral theorem. Finally, pn((J ))e0 = vn follows from the recurrence relation (24).
The computation of rn is analogous.
End of proof of Theorem 4. On the basis of the above, and of Lemma 3, the remaining part of the
proof of this theorem is equivalent to that of Theorem 3, and is therefore omitted.
6. Numerical implementation and examples
We are now equipped with the necessary theory to discuss the numerical computation of Jacobi
matrices associated with the measures introduced in Sections 2 and 4. Our procedure runs as follows:
for simple IFS, let (0) be the initial measure built as explained in Section 4, and let J (0) be the
associated Jacobi matrix. Similarly, for recurrent IFS, let J
(0)
be the vector of Jacobi matrices
associated with (0). In the linear case, the Jacobi matrix of the measure (1) = T(0) can be
computed applying Theorem 2 rst (for each of the M maps), and Theorem 3 en suite. The situation
is identical for RLIFS, and requires only notational adjustments. In the Mobius case, Theorem 4
replaces Theorem 3. This is the core of the algorithm, which is iterated until convergence is reached.
It is worth remarking that at each stage of the process we produce the Jacobi matrix of a measure
supported on a nite number of intervals [10].
The eect of the core actions is to introduce a mapping of the space of Jacobi matrices associated
with measures in M to itself. This space can be described as J,
J := fJ := ( A; r); A 2 l1; r 2 l1; 8n; rn > 0g:
Clearly, there is a one-to-one relation, F, between Jacobi matrices in J, and non-atomic measures
in M with bounded support, Mb. This induces a transformation from J to itself conjugate to T
(which obviously maps Mb to itself, see Section 4) via the commutative diagram
~T :=F−1 T F: (27)
This transformation is computed and studied in our numerical examples. The generalization to vector
form, necessary for RIFS is trivial, and requires only ingenuity in devising notations. At this point,
a theorem comes handy:
Theorem 5. The mapping ~T associated with linear IFS can be exactly computed within any nite
dimensional subspace JN ; N 2 N; obtained by the N -dimensional truncation of J = ( A; r).
Proof. Letting J := JN +JN;1 (which denes JN;1), this theorem means that neglecting JN;1 in the
algorithm above has no eect on the computation of the rst N elements of ~TJ. In fact, the mapping
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Fig. 1. Values of r(k)n versus iteration index k for n = 4000 (lled circles), 8000 (lled squares), 12 000 (open squares),
16 000 (open circles), and 32 000 (diamonds), in the case of a LIFS measure with 1 =2 = 25 ; 1 =0; 2 =
3
5 ; 1 =2 =
1
2 .
associated with each T i in Theorem 2 is an ane mapping in the Jacobi matrix coecients, and
enjoys of this property. More complicated is the situation of the mapping induced by Theorem 3.
Yet, one observes that the vectors vin do belong to the subspace of l2 spanned by e0; : : : ; en. The
result then follows.
Although, simple in appearance, Theorem 5 is extremely important: it means that the sequence
of operations given in Eqs. (20){(22) are exactly reduced to nite-dimensional linear algebra com-
putations. Stability of these computations can be easily ascertained. In fact, all one has to check
is the algorithm presented in Theorem 3 (Lemma 2), the transformations associated with the ane
maps T i being trivially stable. This algorithm is equivalent to a Lanczos procedure [17], in the
form studied by Paige [22], which, as recognized also in [18] is numerically stable. Furthermore,
we observe that the seeked Jacobi matrix is the solution of the xed-point equation
~T(J) = J; J 2 JN ; (28)
where the truncation N can be chosen arbitrarily. Termination of the algorithm can be imposed at
step k if J(k) and J(k+1) are suciently \close". To this aim, we have successfully employed the l1
distance: In Fig. 1 we plot the values of r(k)n versus iteration index k for n=4000; 8000; 12 000; 16 000
and 32 000, in the case of a measure generated by a LIFS. Exponentially rapid convergence is
observed.
In Fig. 2 we plot the size N of the subspace JN within which convergence within a xed, very
low value , in the l1 norm has been attained at the kth iteration, versus k. We remark again that
convergence in a nite number of Jacobi matrix coecients is independent of the size N . Analysing
this plot, we notice two regions: in the rst, a certain xed number of iterations is spent without
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Fig. 2. Number N (k), of rn coecients at convergence within = 10−8, versus iteration number, k, within three dierent
nite-size computations: N = 8000 (diamonds), 16 000 (crosses), and 32 000 (squares).
really reaching convergence in any subspace. In the second, the number of converged rn values
increases exponentially with the number of iterations. This eect is general, and is evidently related
to the contractive nature of the iterative algorithm, even if matching this information with the l1
metric employed does not seem to be immediate. In any case, we can safely arm that the number
of operations required for the computations of large Jacobi matrices grows only like a logarithmic
factor in N , times the number of operations needed by each basic iteration, which is polynomial in N .
More complicated is the case of Mobius transformations in PSL(2;R): the simple computations
of Theorem 2 have to be replaced by the Lanczos type techniques of Theorem 4. To verify the
hypotheses needed for this Theorem to hold, let us consider a case of particular importance: the
slippery devil’s staircase measure induced by the maps
1(x) =
x
x + 1
; 1 = 12
2(x) =
1
2− x ; 2 =
1
2 :
(29)
The IFS theory of this measure has been studied in [6]; it has origin in numerous problems of
physics and mathematics: the maps (29) belong to PSL(2;Z). Its fancy name comes from the
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Fig. 3. Values of r(k)n versus iteration index k for n=1000 (continuous line), n=2000 (long dashed line), n=3000 (short
dashed line), and n= 4000 (dotted line), for the slippery devil’s staircase measure.
fact that the derivative of  is null almost everywhere (w.r.t. Lebesgue) but never on a full
interval.
The xed points of 1 and 2 are 0 and 1, respectively, and S = [0; 1]. In Eqs. (24) and (25)
the action of the matrix D(J ) on the vectors N (J )vn is numerically to be intended as the solution
of a linear system. This solution exists and is unique, because the spectrum of 1 + J is [1,2], as
well as that of 2− J , at each iteration stage. Our procedure is then well dened. Moreover, classical
results on the inverse of tridiagonal matrices assure us that the matrix elements of 1 + J and 2− J
decay exponentially in the dierence of indices (see e.g. [8]). This exponential decay is a benine
eect which permits us to carry out the computations in linear algebra over a nite dimensional
subspace JN+N ′ , where N 0 is chosen so that the Jacobi matrix elements in JN are correct within a
required precision. Fig. 3 is analogous to Fig. 1: we plot the values of certain coecients rn versus
the iteration number k. While convergence in the former case was exponential, we notice here a
linear increase of the number of converged components. This fact can be explained as the eect of
the two indierent stable xed points of the maps at zero and one.
Finally, we have studied a RLIFS with four maps, with 1 = 14 ; 2 =
1
8 ; 3 =
2
5 , and 4 = 1=5. The
ane constants are 1 =3 = 0; 2 = 1− 2, and 4 = 1− 4. The non-null elements of the transition
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Fig. 4. Beginning of the sequences of An (continuous line, diamonds) and rn coecients (dashed line, crosses) for the
RLIFS described in the text.
matrix are P11 = P13 = P22 = P24 = P31 = P33 = P42 = P44 = 1=2. In Fig. 4 we plot the beginning of
the sequences of An and rn coecients. As expected, these sequences show ample oscillations.
7. Conclusions
We have presented a novel approach to the computation of Jacobi matrices associated with mea-
sures in the class of iterated function systems, for linear, recurrent linear, and Mobius transformations.
This approach combines measure theoretical results and linear algebra, so that the seeked Jacobi ma-
trix is seen as the xed point of a certain transformation in the family of Jacobi matrices. We have
shown that this xed point can be successfully computed as the limit of the iteration on a carefully
chosen initial Jacobi matrix. Nevertheless, convergence can be obtained starting from any initial
Jacobi matrix.
We may envision various applications of the techniques presented in this paper. Firstly, we have
become interested in this research for the need to construct Hamiltonian operators with a pre-assigned
spectral measure. The Jacobi matrices associated with the various classes of Iterated Function Systems
are a very good choice, since their multi-fractal properties can be easily computed. Secondly, the
capability of constructing in a stable way large Jacobi matrices associated with singular measures can
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be turned into a reliable experimental tool in the analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of recurrence
coecients [2,5,25]. Indeed, the relations between a measure, its orthogonal polynomials, and the
sequences of recurrence coecients An and rn are a fundamental problem of analysis, which presents
interesting features in the case of singular measures supported on Cantor sets, many of which are
still elusive [7,13,20].
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